
 

About Power Climber Wind  
Power Climber Wind helps major wind turbine OEMs, owners and service providers manage their operation and 

maintenance costs by providing the most reliable access equipment and expertise to improve employee safety, 

productivity and retention. The world leader in suspended access with 65 years experience putting people to 

work at elevation with motorized solutions, Power Climber Wind provides turbine service lifts, IBEX
®
 climb 

assist, tower access platforms, blade access solutions, safety equipment and training globally.  Our commitment 

to performing productively at elevation drives simple, smart product and hands-on training solutions to drive 

lower total cost of ownership and make our customers’ work a reliable, confident experience.  For further 

information contact Power Climber Wind at +1-206-394-5306 or visit www.powerclimberwind.com   
 

 

 

 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013  

 

Power Climber Wind Supplies 265 IBEX
®

 1000P Climb Assist Systems in Quebec    

 

SEATTLE/BRUSSELS — Power Climber Wind, a division of SafeWorks, 

LLC, will be providing close to three hundred IBEX
®

 1000P climb assist 

systems to a leading international manufacturer of onshore and offshore wind 

turbines for three separate wind plants based in Quebec – Massif du Sud, Lac 

Alfred and Saint-Robert-Bellarmin.  

 

The IBEX
®

 1000P systems will be installed on 75 turbines at Massif du Sud, 

150 turbines at Lac Alfred and 40 turbines at Saint-Robert-Bellarmin wind sites 

by the end of this year. The innovative features of the IBEX
® 

1000P’s portable 

control box, weighing only 8.5 lbs (4 kgs), set new standards for portability and 

durability. In addition to its IP 56 rating and robust design, the control box is thoroughly life-cycle 

tested and weatherproofed, and provides a safe, reliable and controlled up-tower climb for technicians 

in any tower, even in harsh climate conditions.  

 

“Our Canadian customers see the benefits and value in the IBEX
®

 1000P,” said Mike Russell, National 

Sales Director. “The system improves employee morale and lives up to its reputation of a market-

leading tool by increasing productivity, improving health and safety, and reducing the long-term wear 

and tear from climbing multiple ladders each day.” 

 

These wind projects will have the average capacity to produce 400 MW of power, creating more jobs 

and electricity to about 75,000 homes in that region of Quebec.  

Click on http://www.powerclimberwind.com/Ibex1000P.aspx to see the IBEX
®

 1000P video. 
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